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1. Introduction. 
Let X be a non-empty set with the discrete topology, 00 H = X = XXXX ••• 
with the product topology, and F(X) the set of all finitely additive 
probability measures defined on the class of all subsets of X. As defined 
by Dubins and Savage in (5], a strategy a on H is a sequence {cr0 , cr1 , a2 , .•. ), 
where a0 is in F(X), and, for each positive integer n, (j n is a 
mapping from XXXx ••• XX { n factors) to F(X). For any positive integers 
n, any element {x1, •.. ,xn) in Xn, (x1 , •.. ,xn) is called a partial 
history with length n. Suppose that cr is a strategy on H, p = {x1, ••• ,xn) 
is a partial history with length n, then the conditional strategy given 
the partial history P with respect to the strategy a is a strategy {written 
by cr[p]) on H defined by 
(i) (cr[p])0 = crn(p) = crn(x1 , •.• ,xn} i.e., (cr[p])0 is just the 
finitely additive probability measure cr (x1, •.. ,x ). n n 
(ii) for any positive integer m {m = 1, 2, ••• ), (cr[p])m is a 
mapping from Xm to F(X) defined by (cr[p])m(x~, x;, ••• , x~) = 
for all . xm in • 
In [8], Purves and Sudderth call a strategy cr on H independent, if there 
exists a sequence {yn) of finitely additive probability measures in F(X) 
such that cr0 = y1, and, for each positive integer n, for all n-tuple 
(x1,x2 , ••• ,xn) in Xn, crn{x1 , ••• ,xn) = yn+l and they write v1xv2x ••• 
for cr. If, in addition, there exists a finitely additive probability 
measure y in F(X) such that y = y1 = y2 = ••• , then cr is said to 
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be independent and identically distributed,and y x y X y x ••• is written 
for such a strategy. 
In [8] Purves and Sudderth showed that if cr is a strategy on H, 
then there exists a field a(cr) and a finitely additive probability measure 
(still denoted by a) such that cr is defined on a(cr) with some nice 
properties. Based on this result, we can consider (H, a(cr), cr) as a 
finitely additive probability space and a standard theory of integration 
with respect to the finitely additive probability measure cr on the field 
a(cr) is available (cf. [3]). Later we will use cr(Y) to denote the 
integral of the function Y with respect to the strategy cr. 
A sequence {Yn) of real-valued functions defined on H is called 
a sequence of coordinate mappings defined on H, if, for each positive integer 
th 
n, the function Y depends only on then coordinate. A sequence 
n 
{Y) of real-valued functions defined on H is called a sequence of 
n 
identical coordinate mappings defined on H, if 
coordinate mappings and, for any 1 ~ n < m < ~, 
h = (x1 , ... ,x , ... ,x , ... ) in H and x = x. n m n m 
{Y) is a sequence of 
n 
Yn(h) = Ym(h) whenever 
In [8], Purves and Sudderth have shown that if cr is an independent 
strategy, {Ynl n = 1, 2, ••• ) is a sequence of coordinate mappings. 
n = 1, 2, ••• , 
for all n = 1, 2, •••• Then, the set 
for all he H, 
A= [hi lim 
n-+ ~ 
and cr(Y) = 0 
n 1 n 
- ~l Y .(h) = O] 
n j= J 
has a-measure one. In this paper, we show that the above result still 
holds without boundedness assumption (see Theorem 4-1 and Theorem 4-2 
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below). Furthermore, we will also show that "Kolmogorov's strong law of 
large numbers" holds for an independent, identically distributed strategy. 
and a sequence {Y fn = 1, 2, ••• ) of identical, coordinate mappings {see 
n 
Theorem 4-3 below). 
2. Preliminary Definitions and Some Useful LeTIIID8.s. 
Throughout this paper, X, H, (H, a(cr), cr), and cr(Y) are as defined 
in Section 1. 
Definition 2-1. 
A stopping rule T on H is a mapping from H to the set of all 
positive integers such that if h, h' e H, and h' agrees with h 
through the first T(h) coordinates, then T(h') = T(h). An incomplete 
stopping rule 'T'* on H is a mapping from H to the set of all positive 
integers and ~ such that if h, h' e H, and h' agrees with h through 
the first T(h) coordinates, then T(h') = T(h). 
Definition 2-2. 
A subset K of H is said to be determined by a stopping rule T on 
H, if, for any h in K and h' e H such that T(h) = T{h'), then h' 
must be in K. 
The proof of Lenunas 2-1, 2-2, 2-3 is straightforward and the details 
are presented in (3). 
Lemma 2-1. 
Suppose that cr = y1 x y2 x ••• is an independent strategy on H and 
y is a real-valued function defined on H such that Y depends only on 
the Kth coordinate and Y(h) = f(~) if h = {x1,x2 , ••• xK, ••• ) e H where 
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f is a real-valued function defined on X. Then, we have 
{i) f is yK-integrable if and only if Y is a-integrable 
{ii) Y is a-integrable if and only if, for all {x1 , ••. ,xK_1 ) in 
~1 ] X Yx1, •.• ~-l is a(x1 , ••• ~-l - integrable and the 
a[x1, ••• ,~_1] - integral of the function Yx1 ,x2 , ••• ~-l 
is independent of {x1 , ... ~_1). 
Furthermore, we have 
yK(f) = a[x1 , •.. ,~_1](Yx1 , ••• xK-l) = a{Y) for all {x1 ,x2 , •.• ,xK_1) 
in xK-l. Hence a{Y) = J ... J a[xi, ••• ,xK_1]{Yx1, ••• ,xK-l) d YK_1, ••• ,d Y1 
whenever these integrals exist. 
Lemna 2-2. 
Suppose that a= y1 x y2 x ••• is an independent strategy on H, 
{Ynln = 1, 2, ••• ) is a sequence of coordinate mappings, and 1 ~ r < oo. 
are a-integrable. Then, for any 1 ~ M < N < oo, 
in 
Lemma 2-3. 
Suppose that a= y1 X y2 X ••• is an independent strategy on H, 
and, Y, Z are two real-valued functions defined on H such that Y 
depends only on the first p coordinates and Z depends only on the first 
p+m to p+m+t coordinates where 1 ~ p < oo, 1 ~ m < oo, 1 ~ t < oo. 
Then, if Y and Z are a-integrable, YZ is a-integrable and 
a{YZ) = a{Y) a(z). 
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Lennna 2-4. 
Suppose that cr = y1 X y2 X ••• is an independent strategy on H, 
and {Y.lj = 1,2, ••• ) is a sequence of coordinate mappings. Suppose that 
J 
cr(Y.) = 0 cr{ IY. I 2r) < 00 for all j = 1, 2,... where r is a positive 
J J 
constant and r ~ 1. 
all O ~ m < n < 00, 
Then there exists a positive constant A 
n n 
cr(l.-~1 Y.j2r) ~ A{n-m)r-1 _ ~+1 cr{IY.j2r) J--u&"T J J=tll J 
such that for 
and the 
constant A depends only on r and not on m, n. 
Proof: The proof of this lemma is essentially the same as the one in the 
conventional theory of probability {see [6]) and it is too 
lengthy to present here. 
Lennna 2-5. 
as 
that 
n 
are real numbers such that '5: a. converges 
.f=1. J 
n -?oo, and suppose that b
1
,b2 , ••• are positive real numbers such 
1 n 
0 < b1 ~ b2 ~, ••• , limb =co. Then lim -b '5: a.b. = O. n-?00 n n-?oo j='l. J J 
n 
Proof: See page 51 of [1]. 
Lemma 2-6. 
Suppose that {a) is a sequence of non-negative real-numbers, and 
n 
{bn) is a sequence ofa~ositive real-numbers such that O < b1~b2~, •.. , 00 J 
limb =co and .~1 t,:-<00. Then there exists a sequence {r. ln::0,1,2,3, ..• }, n -? 00 n J= J 11 
of positive real numbers satisfying 
C 2n 
(i) lim (bn ~ a.) = 0 
n-?00 • 1 J 2n J= 
{ii) 1 ~ C ~ C 1 ~ C + 1 for all n = O, 1, 2, ••• and lim C = co n n+ n n ~ oo n 
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(iii) < 00 • 
I 
Proof: For each n = 1, 2, 3, •.• , let f(n) 
lim 
n ~ 00 f(n) = O. Hence, there exists a sequence 
By Lenuna 2-5, 
{N. I j = 1, 2, ••• ) of strictly increasing positive integers such that 
J 
f(n) ~- _2
1 1.·f n' NJ. f 11 . 1 2 ~ or a J = , , • • • • 
J 
Define xn = j 
= 1 
Then X f(n) ~.!. 
n j 
if N. ~ n < N. l 
J J+ 
j = 1, 2, ••• 
if O ~ n < N1 • 
if n::.:::: N. j = 1, 2' ••.• Since 
J 
j = 1, 2, ••• and .lim N. = 00, lim x f{n) = o. J ~ 00 J n ~ co n 
co a. a. 
N. < 00 for all 
J 
By assumption, ); bJ < co, J~ • -1.::?: 0 b. j = 1, 2, we can and do assume 
J J 
00 a. < 
~l ~ = 1. Let K0 = O, and for each i = 1, 2, ••• , let J- j 
ex, 
K. = max {K. l + 1, 
1. 1.- in f{j 1 ~-11=] 
and 1:5:Kl <K2 < ••• <00 
each j = 1, 2, ••• define 
if j < K. ]. 
.lim K. = co. J ~ 00 J 
It is easy to see that 
Now, for each i = 1, 2, 3 ••• , 
Then for all i = 1, 2, •••• 
Define y = K 1, K= 1, 2' ••• , ... , K -1 1 
00 i 
= i~l YK for all K ~ Kl 
so yK::?: i if K ~ Ki for all i = 1, 2, 3 ...• 
- 6 -
Since Ki< oo for all i = 1, 2, 3 •.. , Kllmoo yK = 00 • 
By the definitions of {y~li = 1, 2, ••• K = 1, 2, ••• } and {yKIK = 1, 2, 3 .•. ), 
We have 
YK ~ 1, YK ~ YK+l for all K = 1, 2, ••• , and 
(since ~ y~ ;K ~ 2\ and I; ; s; 1) ~1 ~1 K 
Now, define ZK = y K-1 
2 
K = 1, 2, 3 ••• , then we have 
(i) 1 ~ ~ ~ ZK+l for all K = 0, 1, 2, .•• 
{ii) 
* Let C = min{x, Z) for all n = 0, 1, 2, •••• Since x ~ x 1 , n n n n n+ 
Zn~ zn+l for all n = O, 1, 
* * 1 ~en~ Cn+l for all 
* lim C f{n) = 0 
n-+oo n 
2' ... 
n = O, 
and lim x = oo, 1 im Z = oo , 
n..;+con n-+oon 
1, 2, ••• , * and lim C = oo 
n-+oo n 
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we have 
-Finally, weinductively define CK(K = O, 1, 2, ••• ) by letting c0 = 1 
* and for n ~ 1, letting C = min (C , C 1+ 1). n n n-
Then, we have 
(i) * C ~ C for all n = O, 1, 2, ••• 
n n 
(ii) lS:C S:C 1 s:c+l n n+ n for all n = 0, 1, 2, ••• and 
(iii) lim C f(n) = lim 
n-+con n-+oo 
(iv) 
lim C = oo 
n -+ oo n 
All, except the statements lim C = oo, 
n -+ 00 n 
and (iv), are obvious, we prove 
these two statements as follows. First, suppose that there exists a 
sequence {nj) of positive integers such that 
* C = C for all j = 1, 2, .•• , 
n. n. 
J J 
then, by the fact C s; C l n n+ for all 
and . lim n. = oo J -+ 00 J 
n = O, 1, 2, • •• , C -+ oo 
n 
Next, suppose that there exists a positive integer N such that 
for all n > N, 
Since 
then CN+K = CN + K, 
- 8 -
hence lim C = oo. 
n"'?oo n 
as 
C f c* 
n n 
~ 
i • 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~· 
~· 
.et 
~ 
w 
-
\/ 
~ 
._,J 
.,,J 
~ 
-
-
.,; 
't9' 
~ 
The proof of Lemma 2-6 is, now, complete. 
Lemma 2-7. 
Suppose that cr = y X y X ••• 1 2 
is an independent strategy on 
{Y In= 1, 2, ••• } 
n 
is a sequence of coordinate mappings defined on 
n 
Let so= 0 and, for each n=l, 2, 3, ••• S = ~ Y .• 
n J= J 
6 > 0, M, N are two integers such that O~M<N<oo 
max cr ( [ h I I SN ( h) - SM ( h) I > e ] ) ~ 6 , 
~n<N 
we have cr([hl max Is (h) - SM(h)I > 2 e]) 
M<n~ n 
~ 1~6 cr([hl jsN(h) - sM(h)I > e]) • 
Then, if 
and 
H, and 
H. 
€ > 0, 
~: This result does not seem to have been stated before. The proof 
is essentially the same as the one in the conventional theory of probability 
(see page 45 of [1]) and we omit it • 
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3. Borel Cantelli Lemmas • 
In this section, we will state some finitely additive versions of 
Borel Cantelli Lemmas. Theorem 3-1 is a central result for proving strong 
laws of large numbers. Except Lemma 3-1, Theorem 3-1, and Theorem 3-3, 
all the material of this section and more is available in (7) and [8). 
For the sake of reference, we state these results in this section. 
Let (K) be a sequence of clopen subsets of H, and {T) be 
n n 
a strictly increasing sequence of stopping rules defined on H such that, 
for each n = 1, 2, 3 ••• , K is determined by time 
n 
T • From these two 
n 
sequences {K) and {~ ), we define, for each positive integer, each 
n n 
element h = (x1 ,x2 , ... ) in H, 
and a clopen subset K 1 q (h) n+ n 
(xl,x2,···xT (h)' xf, x~, ... ) € 
n 
a partial history ~(h) = PT (h) = (x1 ,x2 , ... xT (h)) 
n n 
= [h'lh' = {xf,x~, ••• x~ ••• ) e H and 
K .1]. The following is an important lennna n+ 
for the a-probability measure of countable intersections of clopen subsets 
of H. 
Lemma 3-1. 
Suppose that {K ), {T ), {q (h)lh e H}, {K 1q {h)lh e H) are as n n n n+ n 
defined above. Let g (h) = cr[Q 1(h)](K q 1(h)) n = 2, 3, 4, ... and n 11- n n-
gl (h) = XK (h). Suppose that {a! ) is a sequence of positive real numbers 
1 n 
such that 0 ~ a ~ 1, for all n= 1, 2, ••• 
n 
. Then, if Kl f r/J, and 
n 
for each n = 1, 2, 3, •.• , each h in .~K., Kn+14n(h) + r/J, and if, 1.= 1. 
* 
n-
for each n = 1, 2, 3, •.• , each h in .n1K. J= J 
* n * cr[q 1(h )]([ .n1K. - {hlg 1(h) ~ a 1)] q 1(h )) = 0, n- J= J n+ n+ n-
- 10 -
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00 00 
we will have cr(.n1K.) ~ cr(K1)jTI2 a., if, in addition cr(K1) ~ a 1 , then J= J = J 
00 00 
cr ( . n1K • ) ~ • TTl a .• J= J J= J 
Proof: The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 6-1 in [8] 
and we omit it. 
Theorem 3-1. 
Let (K ), 
n 
{-r }, 
n 
{q (h)lh € H}, 
n 
(a) 
n 
be defined above. If 
(i) these exist a strictly increasing sequence {n.} 
J 
of positive 
integers such that .lim cr(K c) = 1 J -+ 00 n. 
J 
(ii) for each j = 1, 2, 3, •.• , m = 0, 1, 2, ••. , and each 
m C 
he .e:QoKn.+t' cr[qn.+m(h)](Kn~+m+lqn.+m(h)) 
J J J J 
00 
and .llm ~ (1 - an.+m+l(nJ.)) = 1 J 00 m= J 
where, for all j = 1, 2, ••• , m = O, 1, 2, ••• , 
is a constant which 
00 00 
Then cr(K i, O(n)) = cr( n1 UK)= 0. n m= n:::m n 
00 00 00 
Proof: Notice that [Kn i, O{n)] = nJJi ~m Kn. So, [Kn i,O] ~ £~n.K£ 
oo C C 00 J 
for all j = 1, 2, •••• By Lemma 3-1, cr(t=R.Kt) ~ cr{Kn_)~(l - an.+m+l(nj)). 
00 J J J 
Hence, .lim cr(A n K~) ~ .lim {cr(K c) TIA (1 - a 1{n )) J -+oo .V-=llJ. ~ J -+oo n. m=v n.+m+ j 
J J 
00 
i.e, 
- 11 -
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/'et 
00 
Therefore cr(K i, O{m)] ~ .lim cr{bU Kn)= 0. 
m J -+ 00 ~n. JC/ 
J 
Corollary 3-1. 
Let cr = r 1 X r 2 x ••• be an independent N. 
be positive integers. Suppose that A. c X J 
J ·-=1 
strategy on H, and N1 ,N2 , •.• 
{N. factors) for each 
J 
Let r 1 = 1, r. = 1 + ~l N. J 1 1.= 1. 
r -
j = 1, 2, ••• j = 1, 2, 3, 4, •.. 
S. = il N. J l.= ]. j = 1, 2, ••• , K = X n X A X H n n n = 1, 2, ••. 
00 
Suppose that n~l cr{Kn) < oo, 
Proof: See page 36 of [7]. 
Theorem 3-2. 
then cr(K i,O{n)] = O. 
n 
Suppose that, for each n = 1, 2, ••• , and for all h in H, 
cr(qn(h)](Kn+lqn(h)) ~ an+l' and 
Proof: See pages 36-37 of [7]. 
Corollary 3-2. 
00 
~ a = oo. 
n'=l n Then cr(K i,O(n)) = 1. n 
00 
Let cr, (Kn) be as in Corollary 3-1 and n~1cr(Kn) = oo. Then cr ( K i , 0 ( n ) ) = 1. n 
Proof: See page 37 of [7]. 
Theorem 3-3. 
Let cr and {K) be as in Corollary 3-1. Then 
n 
00 
{i) n~1cr(Kn) < oo 
00 
{ii) n~1cr(Kn) = oo 
if and only if cr(K i, O{n)) = 0 
n 
if and only if cr(K i, O(n)) = 1. 
n 
Proof: By Corollary 3-1, Corollary 3-2, and "Kolmogorov zero-one law" 
for an independent strategy. For the proof of Kolmogorov zero-one law, 
see pages 49-50 of [8]. 
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4. Strong Laws of Large Numbers. 
Now, we are in the position to prove strong laws of large numbers. 
Theorem 4-1. 
Suppose that cr = y1 X y2 x ••• is an independent strategy on H, 
and {Y In= 1, 2, ..• } is a sequence of coordinate mappings on H. 
n 
Suppose that cr(Y) = 0 for all n= 1, 2,••o, and cr(1Ynl2r) < oo for n 
all n= 1, 2, •.• , where r is a constant such that l~r<oo. If 
oo a( I Y I 2r) 
'°' n < LJ. 00' 
n=l l+r 
n 
n 
then the set A = [hi lim .! .61Y. (h) = O] has n -+ 00 n J= J 
a-measure 1. 
Proof: Choose, as is possible by Lemma 2-6, a sequence {C } 
n 
of positive 
real numbers such that 
(i) 
{ii) 1 ~ C ~ C + 1 for all n = 0,1,2,3, ••• and lim C = 00 
n n n-+oon 
(iii) 
Now, we·prove Theorem 4-1 in the following three steps. (For n = 1, 2, 3 ... , 
n 
let S = LY., s0 = 0 and for m = 0, 1, 2, ••• , n = 1, 2, 3,... m < n, n J=J. J 
let S = S - S .) 
m,n n m 
Step 1. 
cr([hlh e: H, 
S n(h) 
lim 2 = O]) = 1. 
n -+ oo 2n 
- 13 -
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To see this, let Kn= [hi :n I J'Jdi Yj(h)I >4r~] 
By Chehyshev' s inequality , we have n 
n = 1, 2, 3, ••. 
Hence 
s 
2n 
cr(Kn) ~ ( 11 )2r cr(I 2n 12r) 
4~ 
lim cr(K c) = 1 - lim (K) = 1. 
n~oo n n~oo n 
where A is a constant, 
For each n ~ 1, define a stopping rule ~ = 2n on H, a partial history 
n 
q (h) = (x1 ,x2 , ..• ,x ) n+m 2n+m if h = (x1 ,x2 , ... ,x2
n+m'···) e H. For each 
h in H define n = 1, 2, ••• , m = o, 1, 2,o••, 
An+m+l(h) = {h'\h' e H js +m+l(q (h) h') - s (q (h) h')I 
2n n+m 2n+m n+m 
2n+m+l 2n+m ~ <-:=== ---)). 
4rJcn+m+l 4r,)::n+m 
m 
It is easy to check that, for each he n K~. , 
ir-0 ~m 
Hence, 
- 14 -
C K q (h) => A (h). 
n+m+l n+m - n+m+l 
.. 
~ 
--
~ 
cr[q (h)]([ls n+m+l - s + )q (h)J2r) 
n+m 2 nm n+m ~ 1 - 2 
( 2n+m+l _ 2n+m )2r 
4rJc 4r. ;:--n+m+l f\/\Jn+m 
-
By Lemma 2-2, the last expression is equal to 
1-1 
cr(ls s 12r) 
n+m+l - n+m l _ 2 2 
.. 
2n+m+l . 2n+m 2r <-_ -_ -_ ---) 
4rJc 4r. r;;--
n+m+ 1 f\/v n+m 
~ Hence cr[q (h)](Kc 1 q {h)) n+m n+m+ n+m 
.. 
w 
2n+m+l 
A(2n+m)r-l ~ cr( I y. I 2r) j=2n+m+l J 
~l---------------
-
2r 2r (2n+m+l) ( 1 _ 1 ) 
4,Jc 24r~ 
r. n+m+l n+m 
... 
w 
~ 
2n+n'l-l-l 
1
2r ~~ ~ cr{IY. ) 
n+m n+m+l n+m J 
j~ ~ • 
=1- 1 ---~ ( n+m)2r-r+l22r(4r ;;--a_ - 4rJc 1) 2 1\/Vn+m 2 n+m+ 
.. 
Since 1 ~ C ~ C 1 ~ C + 1 and lim C = oo, there exists an n+m n+m+ n+m n -+oo n 
N (positive integer) such that, for all n ~ N (4r~ - -21 4r.J:: 1) n+m n+m+ m 
1 
':2::-. 2 
-
Therefore, if n ~ N, m ~ O, he trb K:+t' 
-
cr[qn+m+l(h)](K:+m+lqn+m(h)) 
~ 
-
- 15 -
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.. 
-.. 
~ 
~ 
.. 
-
fie 
.. 
... 
w 
~ 
w 
-
-1 
.. 
-
~ 
-
..._i-
_. 
AC ~ 1 - n+m+l 
· l+r (2m+n+l) r-1 1 2r 2 (-) 2 
2n+m+l 
L) 
J
·-2n+m cr( I Y. ! 2r) 
- +1 J • 
By (iii) above 
f c a( 1Yn1 2r) 
K-1 K 2-ld1 K l+r < 
00 
- <n~2 n 
implies that 
00 A C 2K+l 
~ K+ 1 ~ cr( I y. I 2r) < 00 
K=N (2K+l)l+r 2r-1(!.)2r j=2'K+l J 2 
and it is equivalent to 
co AC n+m+l 
lim iT ( 1 _ n+m+l 2 ~ n ~ co u ( I I 2r 
m=O (2n+m+l)l+r2r-l(.!:.)2r j=2n+m+ 1 a yj )) = 1 • 
2 
By Theorem 3-1, we have 
cr([K i, O{n)]) = 0 i.e., cr{[K i, O{n)]c) = 1 • 
n n 
s (h) 2n 
But the set [hj he H lim --- = O] contains the set 
n ~ 00 2n 
s
2
n(h) 
Hence cr([h!h e H lim --- = 0)) = 1. 
n ~ 00 
2
n 
Step 2 • 
er( [hlh e H, 
max Is ( ) 
lim 2'¼c,;2n+l K h - S n(h)I 
n:.:;00 _ _::..... 2 = o]) = 1 . 
To see this,let D = max Is - s I 
n 2n<K~2n+l K 2n 
Since, by (iii) above, 
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n = 1, 2, 3... . 
[K i, o(n) t . 
n 
--
~ 
-
w 
4-' 
.. 
-
.. 
-
._.. 
w 
._. 
' .I, 
-' 
.i 
... 
..., 
.. 
~ 
_. 
CJ' ( I y 1 I 2r) 00 CJ' ( I y I 2r) 
C ----+ 6 C ); n <co, 0 11+r K=l K 2t:=l<n~2K nl+r 
there is a positive integer N, such that, for all n ~ N, 
cr( I Y. I 2r) 00 J 
A E C >; K .l+r K=n K 2K-T<j~2 J 
where A is the constant in the proof of s tep 1. Now, if n ~ N, then 
2n C 2 
cr(Js n+l - s Kl> .,Jc"")~ ~ 2r cr([Js2n+l - 8KI r]) 2 2 2r. C (2) 
n 
n n+l for all K such that 2 ~ K ~ 2 
C 2n+l 
~ n n2r • A(2n+l - K)r-1 E cr( JY. I 2r) 
(2) j=K+l J 
C 2n+l 
~ n • A(2n+l - 2n)r-l 6 cr( IY. J 2r) • 
( 2n)2r j=2n+l J 
Hence 
n 
max cr{[ls n+l - sKJ > 2 ]) 
2ns:1{~2n+l 2 2r~ 
C • A 2n+l 
~ n (2n)l+r . En cr( IY. I 2r) ~ 1 J=2 +l J t . 
By Lemma 2-7, for all n ~ N 
2 • 2n 
cr([ max 1 1sK - S nl >--1) 2n~2n+ 2 2rJc':. 
n 
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~ 
~ 
~ 
'ad 
... 
.. 
~ 
.. 
---
.... 
--
-
.._ 
-
--
-' 
~ 
~ 
n 
s I > 2 n 
,;; 
1 
1 a([ls2n+l - 2n 2r~ 1 - 4 
C 2n+l 
~!±,.A • n (2n)r-l ~ cr{jY.j2r) 
3 ( 2n)2r j=2n+l J 
4AC 
n 
--- . 
- 3 
2n+l 2n+l 
. it+ 1 a ( I y j I 2r) 23+r AC . 2Jn cr ( I Y j I 2r) 
J=2 ~ n X J=2 +1 
( 2n)l+r 3 (2n+l)l+r 
n 
Set L = [D > 2 •2 ] then, if n ~ N, 
n n 2r~ 
n 
23+rAC 2n+l er{ I Y. I 2r) 
cr(L ) ~ n E J 
n ~ .=2n 1 .l+r J- + J 
3+r 2n+l cr{ I Y -I 2r) 
~2 AC 6 J 3 n+l. 2n 1 l+r J= + j 
Hence 
00 00 
nidl cr(Ln) ~ (N - 1) + n~ cr(Ln) 
~ (N - 1) + A 2
3+r 
• 
-3-
oo 2n+l Jk en I: a(IYjl2r) 
. n J=2 +1 l+r 
23+r oo 2n+l cr{ I Y. I 2r) 
~ (N - 1) + A • - 6 C 2J J < oo 3 n=N n+l . 2n 1 .l+r J= + J 
{by (iii) above). 
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By Corollary 3-1, cr([L i, O(n)]c) = 1 and notice that the set n . 
D 
[hi he H, 1,!m ..E. = O] contains the set [L i, O(n}]c. Therefore 
n oo 2n n 
Step 3. 
cr( [h I lim n-+ oo = O]) = 1 
To see this, let us define m(n) as the integer such that 2m(n)~ n < 2m(n)+l 
n = 2, 3, •••• It is easy to check that 
S (h) *D )(h) ls2m(n)(h)I [hi 1 ·m n = O] ::, [hi lim m n = O] n [hi lim 
n ~ 00 n - m(n)""? 00 2m n m(n)-+ 00 2m(n) = O] 
and therefore, 
s {h) 
cr([hl lim n · = O]) = 1. 
n-+00 n 
The proof of Theorem 4-1, now, is complete. 
Corollary 4-1. 
Suppose that cr = y 1 X v2 x... in an independent strategy on H, 
{Y In= 1, 2, ••• ) is a sequence of coordinate mappings defined on H. 
n 
Suppose that cr{Y) = O, 
2 n 
00 cr(IY I ) 
n~ 2 n < 00. Then 
n 
cr( IYnl 2) < 00 for all n = 1, 
s (h) 
cr([hl lim n = O]) = 1 
n-+ 00 n 
2, ••• and 
Proof: This is a special case of Theorem 4-1 when r = 1, and also a special 
case of Theorem 4-2 when an= n, n = 1, 2, 3, •••• 
- 19 -
-Theorem 4-2. 
Suppose that a = y 1 X y 2 X,... is an independent strategy on H 
and {YI n = 1, 2, ••• ) is a sequence of coordinate mappings on H such 
n 
that a(Yn) = O, a(Yn2) < co, for all n = 1, 2, •••• Suppose that 
a1 , a2 , ••• are positive real numbers such that O < a1 ~ a2 ~ and 
lim a = co. Then, if 
n ~ co n 
a( [hj lim 
n ~ co 
s (h) 
n = o]) = 1 
a 
n 
Proof: n = 1, 2, ••• ' * y * let Y = ~, then cr(Y) = 0, n a n 
n 
for all n = 1, 
00 
2, ••• and n'zll a(Y:2) <co. For each 
j = 1, 2, 3 •.. , let 1 
€. =----
J (l+j)1-Hl' 
(t > 0 Define, and 
00 
N. = max {N. l + 1, inf{Kj 6 cr{Y*2) ~ €~)) J J- . K n J J= 
1, 2, 
00 *2 j = 3' ... . Since ~ a(Y ) < co, 1 ~ N1 < N2 < . .• < 00' J n 
and lim N. = co 
n ~ co J For each j = 1, 2, 3 ••• , define 
l * 
D j = max I 6 YK J , L . = [ h J I D . ( h) I > 2 € • ] • 
K=N.+1 J J J N.<l~. l J J J+ 
N. 1 N.+1 
..J..+ J * 2 
~_!....cr(I l..; y*l2)= 12 6 a{JYkl) 
e . 2 k=l K e . k=l 
J J 
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1 
00 
*2 1 3 
s: 2 ~ cr{ I yk I ) s: 2 e . = e . • 
e. k=N.+l e. J J 
J J J 
Since e. -- < 1 J -2 v j = 1, 2, •.. , we have, by Lemma 2-7, 
t * 
cr( [ max I ~ Yi I > 2 e.]) = cr(L.) 
Nj<~j+l i=Nj+l J J 
N. 1 
1 _l+ * €. ~ ~ cr{ I 2.J y -I > e . ) ~ i J < 2e . • 
- ej j=N.+l J J - ej J 
J 
00 00 
Hence ~ cr{L.) < ~ 2ej < co • 
j=l J j=l 
By Corollary 3-1, we have cr([L. i, O(j)]c) = 1. Notice that the set 
J 
n * [hi lim lJ.1 Y.(h) exists and is finite] contains the set [L. i, O(j)]c. n ~ co J= J J 
n * Hence cr{[hl lim ~- Y.(h) exists and is finite])= 1. By Lemma 2-5 
n~oo j=]. J . 
we have 
cr{ [hj 
n 
lim ..!.. '5; *c ) n ~co an J"'=l aj Yj h = O]) 
= cr([hj 1 n nl~moo an f:1 Y/h) = o]) = 1. 
Based on Theorem 2-1 in [2], a simple proof of Theorem 4-2 is as follows. 
y 00 y 2 
Since o-(2!) = 0 for all n = 1, 2, 3 ••• and 610-( n2 ) < co, a n= 
n a 
n Y. n {.2J.1 ..J. jn = 1, 2, ••• ) is a fundamental sequence in a-probability. J= a. 
J 
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-
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'-ii 
... 
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-' 
.. 
~ 
.. 
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...i 
.. 
.. 
.,_ 
Hence, by Theorem 2-1 of [2], we have 
n Y. (h) 
cr( [hi lim E.1 J exists and is finite]) = 1. n -+ oo J= a. 
J 
By Lenuna 2-5, we have 
1 n 
a{ (hi 1 im - .6.1 a3. n ~ oo a J= n 
Corollary 4-2. 
y. (h) 1 
J = lim -
a. n-+oo a J n 
n 
E,1 Y .(h) = O]) = J= J 
\ 
1 • 
Suppose that a= v1 X 2 X ••• is an independent strategy on H, 
{Y In= 1, 2, ••• ) is a sequence of coordinate mappings on H. Suppose 
n 
that cr{Y) = 0 
n 
( 2 2 e for all n = 1, 2, ••• , and a Y ) < oo, a(Y ) = O(n) 
n n 
n = 1, 2,... . 1 n Then, cr{ [hi lim - ~ Y. (h)]) = 1, where 
n ~ 00 ct J=]. J 
n 
e ~ - 1, Ci> 1 + e 2 • 
Proof: In Theorem 4-2, let Ci a = n • 
n 
Since a~ - 1, °' > i + a ~ o 2 ' 
-
0 < a 1 ~ a2 ~ ••. 
Corollary 4-3. 
and lim = oo. By Theorem 4-2, we have Corolla~y 4-2. 
n-+oo 
Suppose that a =Y 1 Xy 2 X • • • is an independent strategy on H, 
{Y In= 1, 2, ••• ) is a sequence of coordinate mappings on H. Suppose 
n 
2 that cr(Y) = O, a(Y ) ~ K < oo for all n = 1, 2, ..• 
n n 
cr( [hi 
s (h) 
lim n ]) n-+oo ct =0 =1 
n 
1 for any ct> 2 
Then, 
Proof: In Theorem 4-2, let 
---
Ci 
a = n • 
n 
1 If ct> 2, then O < a1 < a2 < •.• 
and lim a = oo. By Theorem 4-2, we have Corollary 4-3. 
n-+oo n 
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The next Theorem is the finitely additive version of Kolmogorov strong 
law of large numbers for an independent identically distributed strategy 
and a sequence of identical, coordinate mappings. Before proving the 
theorem, we need a lemma. 
Lemma 4-1. 
Suppose that a= V XV X ••• is an independent, identically dis-
tributed strategy on H and {Y I n = 1, 2, ••• ) 
n 
is a sequence of identical, 
coordinate mappings defined on H. Suppose that f is a real-valued 
function defined on X such that f(x1) = Y(h) if h = (x1 ,x2 , .•• ) € H. 
Then, Y1 , Y2 , .•• are a-integrable if and only if f is Y-integrable. 
Futhermore, a(Y1) = a(Y2 ) = .•. = y(f) whenever these integrals exist. 
Proof: Since, for all n = 1, 2, ••• , f(xn) = Yn(h) if h = (x1 ,x2 , ... ,xn,···) 
in H. Y is a-integrable if and only if f is y-integrable and 
n 
cr{Y) = y(f) {by Lemma 2-1). Hence 
n 
Theorem 4-3. 
Suppose that cr, {Y In = 1, 2, ••. }, n and f are as defined in 
Lemma 4-1. Then, 
s (h) 
a( [hi lim n µ,]) 1 = = n ~ oo n 
if and only if f is Y-integrable and y(f) = µ, where µ, is a real number. 
Proof: First, suppose that f is y-integrable and y(f) = µ,. We can 
and do assume that µ, = O. For each n = 1, 2, 3, •. 0, define a real-valued 
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* function Y on H, and a real-valued function 
n 
* * f on X by Y (h) = Y (h) if IY (h)I ~ n 
n n n n 
= 0 if IY (h)j > n 
n 
* * Y (h) = f (x ) 
n n n 
if h = {x1, x2 , ••• , xn, ••• ). * And, notice that ·Y is n 
* a-integrable, f is 
n 
* Since lfnj ~ lfl 
* * y-integrable and a{Y) = y(f ). 
n n 
for all n = 1, 2, ••• and lim n-+00 * f = f in n 
V-probability Dominated onvergence theorem), we have 
* lim y(f) = y(f) = O. n-+00 n 
Set * * Z = Y - a , 
n n n 
n=l,2, ••• , * * where a = y(f) = cr{Y) • 
n n n 
00 a(z*2) 
6--2! 
n=l n2 
00 a(Y*2) 
~ ~ --2! 
n=l n2 
-~.!_Jy2 x da 
- LJ 2 n 
n=l n (!Ynl ~ nl • 
Notice that 
J~ X [ J y J ,;n] dcr = J f :2 d y 
n 
n-1 
= 6 J 
j=O 
f*2 dy 
n 
* [ j< I f I ~ j + i J 
n 
n-1 ~ ~ (j+l)2 v( {xi j <I f*{x) I ~ j+l)) 
. 0 n J= 
n-1 2 
= 6 (j+l) v( {xi j <I f{x) I ~ j+l)) • 
j=O 
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Hence 
00 00 n-1 ( . )2 
6 12 cr{IY*j
2 ) ~ ~l~('\J~l y({xjj <lf(x)l ~ j+l)) 
1 n n- J=v n= n n 
00 00 2 
= ~ 1Jk K2 Y({xjK-1 <jf(x}I ~ K)) 
n 
00 
~ ~ K2 • g y( {xJK-1 <I f(x} I ~ K}} 
K=l K 
00 
= ~ 2K y({xl K-1 < I f(x) I ~ K}) 
K=l 
00 
= 6 2(K-1) Y( {xi K-1 < I f(x) I ~ K}) 
K=l 
00 
+ ~ 2 y((xjK-1 < Jf(x)J ~ K)) 
K=l 
~ 2Y( I £1) + 2Y( {xi I f(x) I > 0)) < 00 • 
(The last step is implied by Theorem ·3-2 in [3]). 
By Theorem 4-1, we have 
er( [hi 1 n * nllm00 ii f:1 Zj(h) = O]) = 1 
n 
lJ.l a. ]= J 
we have lim 
n ~ 00 --- = 0 • Hence 
cr{[hl 
n 
1 n * . 
lim . - ~ Y. (h)]) = 1 • 
n~oon. 1 J ]= 
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since lim a = y(f) _ o 
n~00 n - ' 
... 
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\aal 
* * For each n = 1, 2, 3, •.• set K = [Y + Y ], K = {hlh = (x1 ,x2 , ••• )I lf(x )l>nL n n n n n 
* * It is trivial that cr(K) = cr(K) and cr(K) = y({xl lf(x)I > n)) • 
n n n 
By Theorem 3-2 in [3], 
00 00 
n~l cr{K:) = n~y((xl lf{x)I > n)) 
00 
S: n~ Y ( {x I I f ( x) I > n)) ~ y ( I f I ) + 1 < oo • 
By Corollary 3-1, we have 
cr{[K i, O(n)]c) = 1 
n . 
since 
[Kn i, O{n)]c n [hi 
n 
lim .! ~- * ( n ~oo n f:=l Yj h) = O] 
:: [hi 
1 n 
n1#1100 n f=i Yj(h) = 0) , 
cr{ [hi 1 n n1.!moo n I':1 y /h) = o]) = 1 . 
Next, suppose that 
1 n 
a( [hi lim - :>;1 Y .(h) = o]) = 1 n~oon.f==: J then, 
cr([hl 
n-1 
lim _!_l ~ Y. (h) = o]) = 1 and hence 
n ~ oo n- .f==l J 
cr( [hi 
y (h) 
lim n = O]) = 1. 
n-=+ co n 
Let, for each j = 1, 2, 
y .{h) 
3,... Kj = [hlh e HI Jj I > 1] . 
00 
If 6 cr(K.) = co, 
. 1 J J= 
then, by Corollary 3-2, cr([K i, O(n)]) = 1. 
n 
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Hence, it is necessary that :E.1 cr(K) < 00. n= n 
Then cr(K ) 
n 
* = Y(K) 
n 
00 00 * 
n~l cr(Kn) = n~l y(Kn) < 00 • 
* Let K = [xi lf(x)I > n]. 
n 
By Theorem 3-2 in [3], we have f is Y-integrable. Hence Yl, Y2,••• 
are er-integrable. By the first part of the proof above, we should have 
J f dy = J Y 1 dcr = J Y2 dcr = • • • = 0 • 
The proof of Theorem 4-3, now, is complete. 
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